
5 E Inquiry Model for Science

Engage . . . stimulates the learner's curiosify.

What the student does that is consistent with this model:

Shows intercst in the topic by asking questions, such as:

. "Why did this happen?"

. "What do I already know about this?"

"What can I find out about this?"

Explore . . . to satisfy curiosity.

What the student does that is consistent with this model:

. Uses inquiry to explore and investigate; to satisfy hisiher curiosity about the chosen
concept/topic.

. Thinks freely, but within the limits of the activity.

. Tests predictions and hypotheses.

. Forms new predictions iurd hlpotheses.

. Experiments with altematives a:rd discusses then with others.

. Records observations and ideas.

Explain . . . the concept and define the terms.

What the student does that is consistent with this model:

. Uses various informational resources, group discussions, and teacher interaction to derive
definitions and explanations ofthe chosen concept.

. Explains possible solutions or answers to others' explanations.
o Listens critically to others' explanations.
. Questions others' explanations.
. Listens to and tries to comprehend explanations the tcachcr offers.
. Refers to previous activities.

Uses recorded observations in exolanations.



Extend . . . the concept into other content areas.

What the student does that is consistent with this model:

. Makes connections and sees relationships of the concepVtopic in other content areas.

. Forms expanded understandingoforiginal conceptsitopics.

Makes connections ofconcenVtopic to real world situations

Examine/Evaluate. . . the student's understanding.

What the student does that is consistent with this model

. Answers open-ended questions by using observations, evidence, and previousiy accepted
explanations.

. Demonstrates an understanding or knowledge of the concept or skill.

. Evaluates his or her own progress and knowledge.

Uses alternative assessments to demonstrate their understanding ofthe concept/topic.

@2001 Miami Museum of Science
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Children's lt isconceotion3 about Science

A list compiled by the operation Phvsics Elementary/middleschool physics education
oulreach projecl of lhe American Institute of Phvsics. Author/edilor is unknown,
Thanks to Bill Weiler of U. lllinois for posting this via the PHYS-L group g/1998.

Astronomy

1. Stars and conslellations appear in the same place in the sky every night.
2. The sun rises exactly in the east and sets exactly in the vJest every day.
3. The sun is always directly soulh at 12:00 noon,
4. The tip of a shadow always moves along an easlwest line,
5. We experience seasons because ofthe earth's changing distance from the sun (closer in the summer, farther in the winte[).6. The earth is the center of lhe solar system. (The planets, sun and moon revolve around lhe earlh.)7, The moon can only be seen dudng the night.
L The moon does not rotate on its axis as it revolves around the earth.
9. The phases ofthe moon are caused by shadovrs cast on its surface by other objects in lhe solar system.
10. The phases of the moon are caused by the shadow of the earth on the moof..
1 1 . The phases of the moon are caused by the moon moving into lhe sun,s shaoow.
12, The shape of lhe moon always appears the same.
13. The earth is the largest object in the solar syslem,
'14. The solar system is very crowded,
15. The solar system contains only the sun, planets and the moon.
'16. ltleteors are falling stars,
'17, Comets and meleors are out in space and do not reach lhe oround.
18. The surlace of lhe sun is without visible features.
19. All lhe slars in a constellation are near each other.
20. All the stars are lhe same distance from lhe earth.
21. The galaxy is very crowded.
22, Stars are evenly dislributed throughoul the universe.
23. Allstars are the same size.
24. The brighlness of a slar depends only on its dislance from the earlh.
25. Stars are evenly distributed throughout the galaxy,
26. The constellalions form patterns clearly resembling people, animals or objecls.

Atmosohere

1 Rain cornes from holes in clouds.
2. Rain comes from clouds swealing.
3. Rain occurs b€cause we need il.
4. Rain falls from funnels in the clouds.
5. Rain occurs when clouds get scrambled and melt.
6. Rain o@urs when clouds are shaken.
7. God and angels cause lhunder and lightning.
L Clouds move because we move.
L Clouds come flom somewhere above the sky.
'10. Empty clouds are tilled by the sea.
11 . Clouds are formed by vapor from kettles.
12. The sun boils the sea to creale water vapor.
13. Clouds are made of cotton, wool, or smoke.
'14, Fronlal rain is caused by "cooling by contact', belween fronls.
15. The oxygen we breathe does not come from planls.
16. Gas makes things lighter.
17. One degree of temperature is smaller on the Celsius scale than on the Fahrenheit scale,
18. Allrivers flow from North to South.

Biosphere

'1. Coral reefs exist throughout lhe Gutf and North Atantic waters.2. Dinosaurs and cavemen lived at lhe same lime.
3. Acquired characterislics can be inherited.
4. Winter weathercan be predicted by sludying the thickness oflhe fur ol some animals,5. Hurnans are responsible for the extinction of the dinosaurs.
6. Some human races have not evolved as much as others.7. Evolulion is goaliirected.
B. Evolutionary changes are driven by need.

Color and Vision



1. The pupil 0fthe eye is a black objecl or spot on the surface of the eye.
2. The eye receives upright images.
3. The lens ls the only part ofthe eye responsible forfocusing light.
4. The lens forms and image (picture) on the retina. The brain lhen 'looks' al this image and that is how we see.
5, The eye is the only organ for sightt the brain is only for thinking.
6. A while light source, such as an incandescent or fluorescent bulb, produces light made up of only one color.
7. Sunlight is ditterenl from other sources of light because it contains no color.
8. When white light passes through a prism, color is added to the light.

9. The rules for mixing color paints and crayons are the same as lhe rules for mixing colored lights.
10. The primary colors for mixing colored lights are red, blue and yellow.
11. A mlored light striking an object produces a shadow behind it that is the same color as the lighl. For example, when red lighl strikes an object, a red shadow is

Iormeo,
12, The shades of gray in a black and white newspaper picture are produced by using inks with difierent shades of gray.
13. When white light passes lhrough a mlored filler, the filter adds color to the light.
14, The difierenl colors appearing in colored pictures printed in magazines and newspapers are produced by using different inks with all the corresponding colors.
15. The mixing of colored paints and pigments follow the same rules as lhe mixing of colored lighls.
16. The primary mlors used by arlisls (red, yellow and blue) are the same as the primary colors for all color mixing.
17. Color is a property of an object, and is independent of both lhe i uminating light and the receiver (eye).
18. White light is mlorless and clear, enabling you to see the 'true' mlor of an obiecl.
'19. When a mlored light illuminates a colorcd objecl, the mlor ofthe light mixes with the color of the object.
20. Naove explanations of visual phenomena involving color perception usually involve only the properties ofthe objecl being observed, and do not include the

properties of lhe ey+brain system.

Electricity

1. Positively charged objecls have gained protons, rather than being deficient in electrons.2. Electrons u/hich are lost by an object are really lost (no conservation of charge),3. All aloms are charged,
4. A charged object can only atlract other charged objects.
5. The electroslatic force between lwo charged objects is independenl ofthe distance between them.6. Gravitational forces are stronger than eleclrostatic forces.
7. Batteries have electricity inside them.

Three common misconceptions about electdc clrcults are shown below,

This figure represents the source{onsumer model in which electricity travels along one wire from the cell to the lamp.
This figure illustrates a two wire modification of the source-consumer model.
This figure depicts a model that is closer to the physicist's model. However, in lhis model electricity is used by the lamp, causing less cunent on one side of the
lamp.

Energy

l Energy is a thing. This is a fuzzy nolion, probably because of lhe way that we talk about newton,meters orjoules. lt is difficult to imagine an amount ol an
abstraction.

2. The terms 'energy' and 'force' are interchangeable.
3 From the non-scientific point ol view, "work" is synonymous with "labor". lt is hard to convince someone that more work is probably being done playing football for

one hour lhan studying an hour for a quiz,

4. An object at rest has no energy.
5. The only type of potenlial energy is gravilalional.
6. Gravitational polential energy depends only on the height of an objecl.7. Doubling the speed of a moving object doubles the kinelic energy.L Energy can be changed complelely from one form lo another (no energy losses).L Things 'use up' energy.
l0 Energy is conllned to some particular origin, such as whal we get from food or what the electric company sells,
11. Energy is lruly lost in many energy lransformations.
12, There is no relationship between matter and energy.
13. lf energy is conserved, why are we running out of ll?

Forces and Motion

The only 'natural" motion is for an obiect to b€ at rest.
lf an object is at resl, no forces are acting on the object.
A rigid solid cannot be compressed or stretched.
only animate objecls can exert a force. Thus, if an obiect is at rest on a lable, no forces are acting upon it.
Force is a property of an object. An object has force and when it runs oul of force it stops moving.
The motion of an object is always in the direction of lhe net force applied to the object,
Large objects exerla greaterforce lhan small obiects,
A force is needed to keep an object moving wilh a constanl speed.
Friction always hinders motion. Thus, you always want to eliminate frjction.
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Frictional forces arc due to hregularities in surfaces moving past each other,
Rockel propulsion is due to exhausl gases pushing on something behind the rockel.
Time is defined in terms of its measurement
The location of an object can be described by stating its distance from a given poinl (ignoring direction).
The terms dislance and displacement are synonymous and may be used interchangeably. Thus the distance an obiect lravels and its displacemenl are always the
same.

Velocity is anolher word for sp€ed. An objecl's speed and velocity are al,,vays the same.
Acceleralion is confused wilh soeed,
Acceleralion always means lhat an object is speeding up.

Acceleration is always in a slraight line,
Acceleration always occurs in lhe same dhection as an object is moving.
lf an objecl has a speed ol zero (even instanlaneously), it has no acceleralion,

Forces and Fluids

objecls float in water because lhey are lighter than rvater.

Objects sink in water because they are heavier than water.
i,lass/volume/weightheaviness/size/densily may be perceived as equivalent.
Wood lloats and metal sinks.
Allobjects containing air floal,
Liquids of high vismsily are also liquids wilh high density.
Adhesion is the same as mhesion
Healing ah only makes it hotter.
Pressure and force are synonymous.
Pressure arises from moving fluids.
Moving fluids contain higher pressure.

Liquids rise in a slraw because of'suction".
Fluid oressure onlv acls downward.

Heat and Temperature

1. Heat is a subslance.

2. Heal is not energy.
3. Temperature is a property of a particular matedal or oblect. ([,,lelal is naturally cooler than plastic).
4. The temperature of an object depends on ils size.
5. Heat and cold are different, rather than being opposiie ends of a contin u u m .

6. When lemperature at boiling remains constanl, something is'wrong'.
7. Boiling is the maximum temperalure a substance can reach.
8. lce cannol change temperature.
L Objecls of differenl temperature that are in contact with each other, or in contactwith air atdifferenl temp€rature, do not necessarily move toward lhe same

lemDeralure.
10. Heat only travels upward.
11. Heat rises.
'12. The kinetic theory does not really explain heat transfer. (ll is reciled bul nol betieved),
13.objectsthatreadilybecomewam(conductoEofheat)donotreadilybecomecold.
14. The bubbles in boiling water conlain 'aif, 'oxygen' or 'nothing,, rather than water vapor.

Light

1. Light is associaled only,,vilh eilher a source or lts effects. Light is notconsidered to exist independenlly in space; and hence, lighl is not conceived of as
'travelling'.

2. An object is "seen" because light shines o it. Light is a necessary condition for seeing an object and the eye.3. Lines dra,,vn outward from a light bulb represent the'glow' surrounding lhe bulb.4. A shadow is something that exists on its own. Light pushes the shadow away from the object to the wall or the ground and is thought of as a "dark ' reftection of the
obiect.
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Lighl is not necessarily conserved. ll may disappear or be intensified.
Lighl from a bulb only exlends outward a certain distance, and lhen stops. How far it extends depends on lhe brightness oflhe bulb.
The effects of light are instantaneous. Light does not travel with a finite speed.
A muror reverses everylhing,
For an observer to see lhe mirror image of an object, either the object rnust be direclly in front of the mhror, or if nol dhecfly in fronl, then the object must be along
the observe/s line of sight to the mirror. The position of the observer is no t important in determining whether the mirror imige can be seen.
An observer can see more of his image by moving further back from lhe mirror.
The minor image of an object is located on the surface ofthe minor. The image is often lhoughl of as a picture on a flat surface.
The way a mirrot works is as follo'rvs; The image flrsl goes from the object to lhe minor surfaCe. Then the observer either sees the image on the mirror surface of
lhe image reflects off lhe mjrror and goes into the observeis eye.
Light reflecls irom a shiny surface in an arbitrary manner.
Light js reflected from smooth mirror surfaces bul not from non-shiny surfaces.
Curved minors make everything distorted.
Light shines on a lranslucent material and illuminates it so it can be seen, Light does not travel from the translucenl material to the eye.
Light always passes straight through a transparent material without changing direction.



When an obiect is viewed lhrough a transparent solid or liquid material lhe object is seen exactly where il is loc€ted.
Students rvill often lhink about how a lens forms an image of a seff-luminous obiect in the following way. They envision lhat a 'polential image' which caries
information about lhe objecl leaves the seliluminous object and travels through the space to lhe lens. When passing through the lens, the 'polential image" is

turned upside down and may b€ changed In size.
When sketching a diagram to show how a lens forms an image of an object, only lhose light rays are drawn which leave the object in straighl parallel lines.
Blocking parl ofthe lens surface would block lhe mrresponding part of the image.
The purpose of the screen is to capturc the image so that it can be seen. The scre€n is necessary for the image lo be formed. Without a screen there is no image.
An image can be seen on the screen regardless of where lhe screen is placed relalive to lhe lens. To see a larger image on the screen, the screen should be
moved further back.

An image is always formed at the focal point oflhe lens.
The size of the image depends on lhe size (diamete4 of the lens.
When a wave moves through a medium, particles ofthe medium move along with ihe wave,
Gamma rays, x-rays, ult.aviolet light, visjble light, infrared light, microwaves and radio waves are all very different entilies.
When two pulses, travelling in opposite direclions along a spring or rope meet, they bounce off each olher and go back in the opposile direction.
Colors appearing in soap films are the same colors lhat appear in a rainbow.
Polaroid sunglasses are just dark glass or dark plaslic.

Lithosphere

1, Any crystal that scratches glass is a diamond.
2. Rocks must be heavy.

3. Soil musl have always been in its presenl form.
4. l\,lountains are created rapidly.

5. Ea h is molten, except for its crusl.
6. Earlh's gravilational attraclion is drastically reduced on mountaintops.
7. Continents do not move.

L Boiling or burning radioactive materialcan reduce radiation.
L All radioactivity is man-made.

Magnets and lragnetism

1. All metals are attracted lo a magnet.

2. All silver colored ilems are attracled to a magnel.
3. All magnets are made of iron.
4, Larger magnets are strongerthan smaller magnels.
5. The magnetic and geographic poles of the earth are located at the same place.
6. The magnetic pole of the earlh in lhe northern hemisphere is a north pole, and the pole in the southern hemisphere is a south pole,

Propenies of i,latter

1. Gases are nol matter because most are invisible.
2. Gases do not have mass,
3. A'thick'liquid has a higherdensily lhan water.
4 Mass and volume, which bolh descdbe an 'amount of matter" are the same property.
5. Ah and oxygen are lhe same gas
6. Helium and hot air are lhe same gas.

7. Expansion of matter is due to expansion of particles tather lhan to increased particle spacing.
8, Particles of solids have no molion

L Relalive particle spacing among solids, liquids and gases (1 : 1 : 1 0) is incorreclly perceived and not gen erally related to the den sity of the states,
10. Malerjals can only exhibit properties ofone slale of matter.
1 1 . Particles possess the same properties as the materials they compose. For example, atoms of copper are "orange and shiny", gas molecules are lransparenl, and

solid molecules are hard.
12, lllelting/freezing and boiling/condensation are often understood only in terms of water,
13. Particles are viewed as mini-versions of lhe substances they comprise,
14. Particles are often misrepresenled in sketches, No difierenliation is made belween atoms and molecules.
'15. Particles misrepresenled and undifferentiated in concepts involving elemenls, mmpounds, mixtures, solulions and subslances,
16. Frcquent disregard for particle conservation and orderliness when describing changes.
17. Absence of conseNation of particles during a chemicalchange.
18. Chemical changes perceived as addjtive, rather than interaclive. After chemical change the original subslances are perceived as remaining, even lhough they are

altered.
19. Failure to percejve that individual subslances and properties conespond to certain types of particles (i.e. formation of a new substance with new properties is seen

as simple happening ralherthan as the result of particle rearrangemenl).

Measurement

ileasurement is only linear.
Any quanlity can be measured as accurately as you want.
Children who have used measuring devices al home already know how lo measure.
The metric syslem is more accurate than the other measurement systems.
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5. The English system is easierlo use than the metric system.

6. You can only measure to the smallest unit shown on lhe measuring device.
7. You should slarl al the end of the measudng device when measuring distance.
L Some objects cannol be measured because of their size or inaccessibiliiy.
L The five senses are infallible.
10. An object musl be "touched" to measure il.
'11. [,lass and ',veight are lhe same and lhey are equal al all limes.
'12. Mass is a quantily lhat you get by ,r/eighing an ob,ect.
13. Mass and volume are the same.

14. The only way lo measure time is wilh a clock or watch.
15. Time has an absolute beginning.
16. Heat and temoerature are the same.
17. Heat is a subslance,
18. Cold is lhe ooposite of heat and is a different subslance.
19. There is only oneway to measure perimeler.

20. only the area of rectangular shapes can be measured in square unils.
21 . Surface area can be found only for two4imensional objects,
22. Surface area is a concept used only in mathemalics classes.
23. You cannot measure the volume of some objects b€cause they do not have tegular' lengths, widths, or heights.
24. An objects' volume is greater in waler than in air.

25. The density of an object depends only on its volume.
26. Densily for a given volume is always the same,
27. The density of two samples of the same substance with differcnt volumes or shapes cannot be lhe same.

Sound

'1. Loudness and pilch of sounds are confused wilh each other.
2. You can see and hear a distant event at the same moment.
3. The more mass in a pendulum bob, the faster il swings,
4. Hitting an obiect harder changes its pitch.

5. In a telephone, actual sounds are carried through the wire rather than electrical pulses.
6, Human voice sounds are produced by a large number of vocal chords,
7. Sound moves fasler in air than in solids (air is 'thinne/ and forms less of a barrier).
8. Sound moves between particles of matter (in empty spac€) rather than ma er.
9. In wind instruments, lhe instrument itself vibrates not the internal air column.
10. As waves move, matler moves along with them,
1'1. The pilch of whistles or sirens on moving vehicles is changed by the driver as the vehicle passes.
12. The pilch of a luning fork will change as il "slows down", (i.e. "runs, out of energy)

Soace

1. The earth is sitting on something.
2, The earth is larger than lhe sun,
3. The sun disappears at night.
4. The eadh is round like a pancake.

5. We live on the flal middle of a sphere.
6. There is a definile up and down in space.
7. Seasons are caused by the earth's distance from the sun.
8. Phases ot lhe moon are caused by a shadow from the earth
9. oifferenl muntries see different phases ofthe moon on the same day,
10. The amount of daylight increases each day of summer.
11. Planets cannot be seen wilh lhe naked eye,
12. Planets appear in lhe sky in the same place every nighl.
13. Astrology is able to predict the future.
14. Gravily is seleclive; it acts differently or nol at allon some maller.
15. Gravity increases with height.
'16. Gravity requires a medium to act through.
17. Rockets in space require a constant force,
18. The sun will never bum oul,
19. The sun is not a star.

Work and Por,'rer

1. Failing to be able to identify the direction in which a force is acting.
2. Believing that any force limes any distance is work.
3. Eelieving that machines put out more work than we put in.4. Not realizing that machines simply change the form of the work we do (i.e. trade off force for distance or distance for force).

Operalion Physics American Instilule of Physics 1825 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 213 Washington, DC 20009 (202) 232,6688 http:/Arww.aip.org
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SC,3,N.1.1 Raise questions about the

natural worl4 jnvestigate then individually and

in tealns through free exploration and systetnatic

investigations, and gen€nte appropnate
explanations based on those explorations.

Assessed as SC.5.N.l .l.

SC.4.N-1.1 Raise questions about the

natural worl4 use appropriate refer€nce

lnaterials that support understallding to obtain

information (identifying the source), conduct

both individual and tean investigations through

free exploration and systematic itrvestigations,

and generate appropriate explanations based on

those explorations.

Assessed as SC.5.N. Ll.

SC.5.N.1.1 Define a problem, use

appropriate reference materials to support

scientific understanding, plan and carry out

scientific investigations of various qrpes such as:

systenratic observations: experiments requir'ng

the identification of variables, collecting and

organizing data; interpreting data in charts,

tables, and graphics; analyze information; rnake

predictions; and defend conclusions.

Also assesses SCl.3.N- l.l, SC.4.N.1.1,
sc.4.N.1.6, sc.5.N.1.2,

and SC.5.N.l.4.

MC

SC.3.N.1.2 Comparetheobservations
[rade by different groups using the same tools
and seek reasons to explain the differences
across groups.

Assessed as SC.5.N.2.2.

SC.4.N.1.2 Comparetheobservations
made by different groups using multiple tools
and seek reasons to explain the differences
across groups.

Assessed as SC.5.N.2.2.

SC.5.N.1.2 Explain the difference betrveen

an experiment and other tr?es of scientific
investigation.

Assessed as SC.5.N.l. l.

SC.3.N.1.3 Keep records as appropriate,

such as pictorial, written, or simple charts and
graphs, of investigations conducted.

Not Assessed.

SC.4.N.1.3 Explain that science does not
always follow a rigidly defined method ("the
scientific method") but that science does involve

the use ofobservations and empirical evidence.

Assessed as SC.5.N.2.1.

SC.5.N.1.3 Recognize and explain the

need for repeated experimental trials.

Assessed as SC.5.N.2.2.

* Rrafis rrep offcrcf 
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AA: annually assessed benchmark Standards marked as Not Assessed are more appropriately

MC = multiple choice assessed through classroom instruction.
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COLLEGE & CAREERREADY

Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

All Florida students deserve to graduate high school with the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in sixth grade by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.. Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she will be learning in the classroom.. :u pport your child's learning in practical ways at home.

Florida students will continue to practice many of the same things you learned in
sixth grade-along with some important additional skills. Sixth grade students are
learning these types of lessons:

. Understanding the concept of ratio, and use ratio language to describe a ratio
relationship between two quantities. For example, ,the ratio of wings to beak
in the bird house at the zoo was 2:1, because for every two wings there was one beak."

. Understanding solving an equation or inequality as a process of answering the
question: Which values from a specific set, if any, make the equation or inequality
true? Use substitution to determine whether a given number in a specified set makes
an equation or inequality true.

' understanding that positive and negative numbers are used together to describe quantities
having opposite directions or values; use positive and negafive numbers to represent quantities
in reaFworld contexts, explaining the meaning of L in each situahon.

' understanding a rational number as a point on the number line. Extend number and line
diagrams and coordinate axes famiriar from previous grades to represent points on the rine
and in the plane with negative number coordinates.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards for Grade 6 at www.flstandards.org

tFLStandards
loin the conveGation

n9
0eveloped by the Florida Department of Education

@
V

Every child develops at
his/her own pace. The
activities in this guide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing you ng minds.



When you talk to your child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.

Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your

child. In sixth grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child

need extra help?

lf you are concerned that your child is struggling with math, don't postpone

talking with his/her teacher. Open the conversation by asking if the teacher

has observed any signs of confusion or frustration. Ask if your child has

mastered addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals and

is competent dividing fractions by fractions.

Help your child engage in "productive struggle," or, in other words, keep going if a math task seems to take too long or be

too hard. Encourage honest effort, praise him/her for persevering and share in the satisfaction of eventual success.

you can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for you and your child. Try these ideas after

school, on weekends and during the summer:

1fi\ "rriu" 
rt your destination. For example, if you educational value. common Sense Media

elm,*;'"'"'":,:511"J,":l'":*X,Ti:X'"1Gil:Hl;:THJ;lTff i:ffi1[il::iJill^
per hour? 60 miles per hour? V reliable information about games for learning
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Talk to your child,s teacher or principal to learn more great ideas to support learning at home.

Download the complete Mathematics Florlda Standards and othet resources for parents at www'flstandards.org

Questions? Contact JustforParents@fldoe.org

lf you download apps for your child to Play,
be careful to choose only those with actual

and practicing math, as well as all kinds of
media you might choose, or choose to avoid,

for your family.

Use numbers of interest, such as family ages,

to identify prime numbers, the facto6 of the
number and show examples of perfect squares.

Florlda
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When traveling in the car on family trips, have

vour child calculate how long it will take to

To help your student become comfortable with
ratios and percentages, have him/her interpret
food and drink nutrition facts labels.

Investigate problem sets, games and brain

teasers from the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) at illu m in ati o ns. n ct m. o rg.

Have discussions about debt with vour child and

how those numbers are represented.
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Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

All Florida students deserve to graduate high school with the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the tast
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in fifth grade by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.
o Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she wi be rearning in the crassroom.. i r;:ft your child's learning in practical ways at home.

Florida students will continue to practice many of the same things you learned in
fifth grade-along with some important additional skills. Fifth grade students are
learning these types of lessons:

. Using parentheses, brackets or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluating
expressions with the following symbols.

(3+a)-5=2
. Recognizing that in a multi-digital number, a digit in one place represents 10 times

as much as it represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents in the
place to its left.

. using place value, understanding to round decimals to any place. 26.49

' Measuring volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic centimeter, cubic feet and improvised units.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards for Grade 5 at www.flstandards.org
fFLStandards

loin the conversation
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Every child develops at
h is/her own pace. The
activities in this guide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to your child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.

Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your

child. In fifth grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child

need extra helo?

lf you are concerned that your child is struggling with math, don't postpone

talking with his/her teacher. Open the conversation by asking if the teacher
has observed any signs of confusion or frustration Askif yourchild has

mastered addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of decimals and

is competent adding and subtracting fractions.

Help your child engage in "productive struggle," or, in other words, keep going if a math task seems to take too long or be

too hard. Encourage honest effort, praise him/her for persevering and share in the satisfaction of eventual success.

you can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for you and your child. Try these ideas after

school, on weekends and during the summer:

@

s
@

Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more Sreat ideas to support learning at home.

Download the €omplete Mathematics Florida Standards and other resourcesfor parents at www.flstandards.org

Questions? Contact Ju5tforParents@fl doe.org

Ask your child to keep track of his/her allowance

over time-to keep a record of how money has

been received, spent and/or how much has been

saved for future use. Be sure your child is using

decimals to denote dollars and cents.

When filling the gas tank, have your child observe

how gallons of gas accumulate and correspond

to cost in dollars and cents. Ask your child to use

division and calculate the cost Per gallon.

When shopping at the grocery store have your

child hunt for the lowest unit prices for a product

you're purchasing.

search newspapers and magazines or the
internet for charts, tables, graphs and

especially "infographics" that contain numerical

information. Discuss specifi c information with
your child.

lnvestigate problem sets, games and brain
teasers from the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) at illu m ination s. nctm.org.

Find the locafions of sites of interest on a road

map or atlas using the coordinates from the map.

FLdiRIDAJT i. 1,,..1/-
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Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

All Florida students deserve to graduate high school with the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in founh grade by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.. Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she will be learning in the classroom.. :!ijgpor: your child's learning in practical ways at home.

Florida students will continue to practice many of the same things you learned in
fourth grade-along with some important additional skills. Fourth grade students are
learning these types of lessons:

. Determining whether an equation is true or false by using comparative
relational thinking. For example, without adding 60 and 24, determine
whether the equation 60 + 24 = 57 + 27 is true or false.

. Fluently adding and subtracting multi-digit whole numbers using the
standard algorithm.

multiplication equation with an unknown factor.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards for Grade 4 at www.flstandards.org

#FLStandards
loin the conversation
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{I
' Applying and extending previous understanding of multiplication to multiply a fraction by a whole number.

' Using decimal notation fo r fractions with denom inato rs of 10 or 1oo. For exa mple, rewrite
0.62 as 621100; describe a length as O.O2 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram.

' Applying the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and mathematical problems. For example,
find the width of a rectangular room, given the area of the flooring and the length, by viewing the area formula as a

Every child develops at
h is/her own pace. The
activities in this gu ide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to your child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.

Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your

child. In fourth grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child

need extra helo?

lf you are concerned that your child is struggling with math, don't postpone

talking with his/her teacher. Open the conversation by asking if the teacher
has observed any signs of confusion or frustration. Ask if yourchild has

mastered addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of whole numbers.

Help your child engage in "productive struggle," or, in other words, keep going if a math task seems to take too long or be

too hard. Encourage honest effort, praise him/her for persevering and share in the satisfaction of eventual success.

you can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for you and your child. Try these ideas after

school, on weekends and during the summer:

ffi ork ,oul. .hild to "teach" you what he/she has .5 lf you download apps for your child to play,

rfif u""n rearning in math 
@il !f*:lil":i":1",:l':J:ff,l",liTil',"0,"

Have your child write down the time he/she (www.commonsensemedia.org).
rfEL begins and finishes a chore or an activity. Then

tgif ast< ttrem to calculate how much time it took to ,} Add a orotractor to vour child's studY tools'

comprete the chor" o'. a*ruitv B :xft:T"".1t:,1""il'JJl^Tff:';."J1;il-'
Search newspapers and magazines or the
internet for charts, tables, graphs and

especially "infographics" that contain numerical
information. Discuss specifi c information with
your child. Pose questions that require your child

to interpret the information and respond by
performing addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division calculations.

Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more great ideas to support learning at home.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standard3 and other resources for parents at www.flstandards.org

Questions? Contact J ustforPa rents@fl doe.org
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Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

All Florida students deserve to graduate high school with the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade-
This guide will support parents and families with children in third gnde by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.. Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she will be learning in the classroom.. Suopor: your child's learning in practical ways at home.

Florida students will continue to practice many ofthe same things you learned in
third grade-along with some important additional skills. Third grade students are
Iearning these types of lessons: 

OOOOO. Interpreting product of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 x 7 as OOOOO
the total number of objects in five groups of seven objects each. 99e99
Describe a context in which a total number ofobjects can be 33333
expressed as s x 7. g83g3

. Using multiplication and division within IOO to solve word problems in situations
involving equal groups, arrays and measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and
the unknown number to reprresentthe probtem. 

I+
' understanding division as an unknown-factor problem. For example, find 32 + 8 by finding

the number that makes 32 when multiplied by eight.

'solvingtwo-stepwordproblemsusingthefouroperations.Representtheseproblemsusingequationswitha
letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and
estimation strategies including rounding.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards for Grade 3 at www.flstandards.org
#Ftstandards

loin the conversation
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equations with a symbol for

Every child develops at
h is/h er own pace. The
activities in this guide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to your child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.
Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your

child- tn third grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child
need extra helo?

You can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for you and your child. Try these ideas after
school, on weekends and during the summer:

@

@

Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more Sreat ideas to support learning at home.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards and other resources for parents at www.flstandards.org

Questions? Contact JustforParents@fl doe org

FLeRIDAi,.". , ...-.-
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Help your child learn about fractions by cooking
and using measuring cups and spoons.

Help your child memorize both one-digit
multiplication and division facts up to 10o.

Talk through multi-step, real-life problems, such

as, "lf you ride your bike around the block five
times, Monday through Friday, for an entire
month, how many totaltrips around the block
will you have made?"

lf pizza is a favorite family food, ask your child to
figure out how to divide the pizza so that each

member of the fumily has an equal amount.

Involve your child in crafting and building
projects. Ask him or her to help measure,

assist in figuring out how much of a particular
item is needed (paint, wood, fabric, etc.) and

estimate the cost of individual materials as well
as total project.

Use trips to the grocery store to help your

child practice estimation and measurement
skills. Show your child the scale in the produce

department, and explain the markings that
indicate pounds and ounces. Ask your child to
guess the weight of the produce you are buying
and then to weigh it for you.

Practice estimation when shopping with your
child and say, "We have only S10 (or S20, or
whatever the amount is) to spend, and your job
is to estimate when we are close to that limit as

we do our shopping."

Add graph paper to your child's study tools and

have your child fill in rectangles with the same

area but different perimeters.

Floddaprn
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All Florida students deserve to graduate high school with the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in kindertarten by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.

. Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she will be learning in the classroom.

. -, your child's learning in practicalways at home.

Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

Florida students will continue to practice many ofthe same things you learned in
kindergarten-along with some important additional skills. Kinderyarten students
are learning these types of lessons:

. Counting to 100 by ones and by tens.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllililililililililiililiilililililililililililililililililililil
. Understanding relationships between numbers and quantities; connect counting

to cardinalitv. t. o. LEt.t f '
' Representing addition and subtraction with objects, fingers, mental images, drawings, sounds, acting out situations,

verbal explanations, expressions or equations.

t) i) ii t)
. Fluently adding and subtracting within five. f f f f f

Download the complete Mathematics Florida standards for Kindergarten at www.flstandards.org

#FLStandards
loin the conversation
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Every child develops at
h is/her own pace. The
activities in th is guide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to your child's teacheD don't worry about covering everything.
Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your
child. In kindergarten, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child
need extra helD?

You can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for you and your child. Try these ideas after
school, on weekends and during the summer:

Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more great ideas to support learning at home.

Download the (omplete Mathematics Florida Standards and other resources for parents at www.flstandards.org

Questions? Contact JustforParents@fl doe.org

Counting with everyday astivities. Count the
number of steps when walking from one place
to anothet or count the number of items you
unload from a backpack or bag of groceries.

Have your child help you sort the laundry into
different groups. For example, put all the pants
in one pile, shirts in another pile and socks in a
third pile. Talk about how one item can belong
to different categories. Talk about which groups

include more, less or equal numbers of items.

Talk about and create lists that include drawings
of items. Label them by writing numbers one
to 20. Practice reading the numbers together.

Practice addition and subtraction when involved
in everyday activities. Say, "You have 3 crackers.
lf lgive you 2 more, how many will you have?"
By the end of kindergarten, your child should be
comfortable adding and subtracting numbers
within 5.

The concept of "ONE HUNDRED" is important
for kindergarteners. Think of ways to incorporate
"100" into real-life, meaningful activities. For
instance, make a chart and log 10 "bend and
stretch" exercise moves every day for 10 days.

Be on the lookout for geometric shapes.

The park/playground or the grocery store are
good places to search and name circles, cones,
squares and rectangles.

Make a point to observe relationships or
similarities and differences, such as more/less,
above/below, beside/behind, taller/shorter.

lf you download apps for your child to play,

be careful to choose only those with actual
educational value, such as Common Sense Media
(www.commonsensemedia.org),

Florlda
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The Engineering Design Process Name:

Directions:
Look at the descriptions in the lower left corner.
Decide which one goes with which step of the
engineering design process. Write the appropriate
description in each box.

Explore

What's the problem?

Design Create

Try lt Out

Make lt Better

fif$rlts

Test your idea.

Find out what others have done. Gather

materials and ptay with them.
Think up lots of ideas. Pick one and make a

plan. Make a drawing or a mode[.

Think about how your design could be

improved. Modify your design and try again.

Use your ptan to build your idea.

What is the chatlenge? What are the timits?
How can vou sotve it?



iif#rlts
The engineering design process hetps engineers.and other problem-sotvers come up with creative sotutions' You are an engineer'

CnoosebuE 
"n!in""r'ing 

probtem betow, and fottow the steps to invent a solution'

A. your new pet kitten is trapped in a ten foot deep-hote. You need a contraption to safety rescue your poor animat'

B. you are going on vacation%i a month and can't find anyone to water your plants white you're gone' You need a device
-' it"t *itigi"" your ptanti tnl rignt amount of water -.not too much and not too little.

C. you tike to read before ;;';;'i; ;[;;;uur you aon't have a bedside tamp' You need a wav to turn off the tight switch

across the room without having to get out of bed'

l.whatprobtemdidyouchoose?Brainstormwaystoso|vetheprobtemandlistseveralpossiblesolutions.

Date:
Name:

z. choose one idea, on the back of this paqe, draw a detai|'ed Picture of the solution you chose. Labe| the drawing to

exDtain what each part is tiFout orlh6uu the Parts fit together' and how it witl work'

3. Where do you think you witl. run into probtems with your sotution? where do you think the weak parts in your creation wi"

be?
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All Florida students deserve to graduate high schoolwith the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to h.ave stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in third grade by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they ma$er for your child.

. Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she will be learning in the classroom.. 5,":ppcrt your child's learning in practicalways at home.

Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

Florida students will continue to practice many of the same things you learned in
third grade-along with some important additional skills. Third grade students are
learning these types of lessons: 

OOOOO. Interpreting product of whole numbers, e.g., interpret 5 x 7 as OOOOO
the total number of objects in five groups of seven objects each. 9qqqq
Describe a context in which a total number of objects can be 33333
expressed as s x 7. 

33333
. Using multiplication and division within 1OO to solve word oroblems in situations

Involvrng equal groups, arrays and measurement quantities, e.g., by using drawings and equations with a svmbol for
the unknown numberto represent the problem. 

I+
. Understanding division as an unknown-factor problem. For example, find 32 + 8 by finding

the number that makes 32 when multiplied by eight.

' solving two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent these problems using equations with a
letter standing for the unknown quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and
estimation strategies including rounding.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards for Grade 3 at www.flstandards.org

""{f::l13',::.""Etr
Developed by the Florida Depanment of Education

Every child develops at
h is/her own pace. The
activities in this guide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to you r child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.
Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your
child. In third grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child
need extra helD?

You can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for you and your child. Try these ideas after
school, on weekends and during the summer:

Help your child learn about fractions by cooking
and using measuring cups and spoons.

Help your child memorize both one-digit
multiplication and division facts up to 100.
Talk through multi-step, real-life problems, such
as, "lf you ride your bike around the block five
times, Monday through Friday, for an entire
month, how many total trips around the block
will you have made?"

lf pizza is a favorite family food, ask your child to
figure out how to divide the pizza so that each

member of the family has an equal amount.

Involve your child in crafting and building
projects. Ask him or her to help measure,

assist in figuring out how much of a particular

item is needed (paint, wood, fabric, etc.) and
estimate the cost of individual materials as well
as total project.

Use trips to the grocery store to help your
child oractice estimation and measurement
skills. show your child the scale in the produce
department, and explain the markings that
indicate pounds and ounces. Ask your child to
guess the weight of the produce you are buying
and then to weigh it for you.

Practice estimation when shopping with your
child and say, "We have only S10 (or S20, or
whatever the amount is) to spend, and yourjob
is to estimate when we are close to that limit as

we do our shopping."

Add graph paper to your child's study tools and

have your child fill in rectangles with the same

area but different perimeters.

Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more great ideas to support learning at home.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards and other resources for parents at www.flstandards.org

Questions? Contact JustforParents@fl doe,org
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Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

All Florida students deserve to graduate high school with the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in first grade by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.

. Talkwith you r ch ild's teachers aboutwhat he/shewill be learning in theclassroom.
o 5r-,pport your childt learning in practicalways at home.

Florida students will continue to practice many of the same things you learned in
first grade-along with some important additional skills. First grade students are
learning these types of lessons:

. Solving word problems that call for addition of three whole numoers
whose sum is less than or equal to 20 by using obiects, drawings
and equations with a symbol for the unknown num ber to represent
the Droblem.

. Understanding subtraction as an unknown-addend (an unknown
number added to another) problem.

Fo. example: "Subtract 10 - 8 by finding the number that maKes
10 when added to 8."

hnnrl
. RetatinB countins to addirion and subtraction. 

Fil]il

fff
t
C

fff
t
t

'Countingto120,startingatanynumberlessthan120.Readandwritenumbersthatrepresentanumberofobiects.

@
Download the complete Mathematics Florida standards for Grade 1 at www.flstandards,org

#FLStandards
oin the conversation
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Every child develops at
his/her own pace. The
activities in this guide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to your child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.
Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your
child. In first grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child
need extra helo?

As a parent, you are your child's first teacher. You can encourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fun for
you and your child. Try these ideas after school, on weekends and during the summer:

Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more great ideas to support learning at home.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards and other resources for patents at www.flstandards.org

Questions? Contact JustforPar€nts@fl doe.org

FLORIDA r r.i\i \i,.r i!\L,!-i Florlda
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Play number games with your child. Count
to answer, "How many?" Think of ways to
incorporate "120" into real-life,
meaningful activities.

Turn daily activities into real-life math
"mysteries." Make word problems that provide
practice adding and subtracting within 20.

Gather a collection of coins of various sizes. Ask
your child to sort the coins by size. Then pick two
of the groups, and ask your child to count the
number of coins in each group. Have him/her add
the numbers together, then find the difference
between the two numbers.

Have your child "checK' your addition and
subtraction decisions as "true or false." Give
him/her opportunities to answer false,
and have fun.

Allow him/her to count money and make change.
For example, tell your child you have coins in
your pocket that total 90 cents and ask, "What
combinations of coins could be in my pocket?"

Perform math-based tasks in real life. Set two
place settings and ask them to finish the rest,
following the pattern you began. Create projects
such as planting a garden.

ir4,cbild,itr.voi..l
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Preparing Florida's Children for a Successful Future

All Florida students deserve to graduate high schoolwith the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in college, careers and life. Over the last
several years, Florida has made strong academic gains. But, we know
today's workforce requires our graduates to have stronger critical
thinking, problem solving and communications skills than ever before.
Higher standards that challenge and motivate our students are essential.

To address this need, education leaders across the state of Florida
improved our academic content standards, creating new expectations
for what students need to know and be able to do. The Florida Standards
are designed to ensure that ALL students reach their greatest potential-
whatever their path may be.

Preparing your child for success begins in kindergarten and continues as your child moves up through each grade.
This guide will support parents and families with children in second grade by helping you:

. Learn about the Florida Standards and why they matter for your child.. Talk with your child's teachers about what he/she will be learning in the classroom.. rupir.rr! your child's learning in practical ways at home.

Florida students will continue to practice many of the same things you learned in
second grade-along with some important additional skills. Second grade students
are learning these types of lessons:

. Determining the unknown whole number in an equation relating four or more whole
numbers. For example, determining the unknown number that
makes the equation true in the following:

1. 37+10+10 =_ +18
2, !-6=L2-4
3. 15-9+6=X

using addition to find the total number of objects arranged in rectangular arrays with up to
five rows and up to five columns; write an equation to express the total as a sum of equal addends.

Counting within 1,000; skip-count by 5s, 1Os and lOOs.

Reading and writing numbers to 1,ooo using base-ten numerals (a number system based on
10 also known as the decimal system), number names and expanded form.

' Adding up to four two-digit numbers by using strategies based on place value and properties of operations.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida standards for crade 2 at www.flstandards,org
fFLStandards

Join the conversation
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Every child develops at
his/her own pace. The
activities in th is gu ide
are recommended age-
specific guidelines for
growing young minds.



When you talk to your child's teacher, don't worry about covering everything.
Instead, keep the conversation focused on the most important topics for your
child. In second grade, you may ask your child's teacher questions such as:

. How will my child be expected to show his/her work?

. What are some areas where my child is excelling? Where does my child
need extra helo?

You can enaourage learning mathematics at home in ways that are fu n for you and your child. Try these ideas after
school, on weekends and durinB the summer:

@

@

@

Help your child understand that the same hour
on an analog clock can mean day (am) or evening
(pm). Throughout the day and evening, have

him/her be the timekeeper who reports the hour
and minutes for family activities.

Help your child get a sense of how many make
1,000 of something. Create a scrapbook-style
dictionary numbering words and illustrating
them with cutout pictures and drawings.

Practice counting to 1,000. Skip count by 5s, 10s,

and 100s. Start from a random number and add
or subtract.

Find 10 pairs of related objects, such as buttons
in multiple colors. Countthem by pairs of two up
to 20.

Make and count ingredients for a 2o-piece salad
with two leaves of lettuce, two pieces of tomato,
two chunks of carrot, two croutons, etc., for a

total of 20.

Encourage your child to measure things around
the house using a ruler, yardstick, tape measure,
measuring cup or scale.

Allow your child to count money and make

change. For example, tell your child you have
coins in your pocket that total 90 cents and
ask, "What combinations of coins could be
in my pocket?"

d'.r),child..,.vai..:
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Talk to your child's teacher or principal to learn more great ideas to support learning at home.

Download the complete Mathematics Florida Standards and other resources for parents at www.flstandards.org

Question5? Contad JustforParents@fl doe.org
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